
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

GLOBAL JET EXPANDS ITS CHARTER FLEET WITH A UNIQUE DASSAULT FALCON 7X 

 

Global Jet proudly introduces the latest addition to their esteemed fleet: a distinctive 

Dassault Falcon 7X based in Nice. This aircraft is not just an expansion of Global Jet’s fleet; 

it represents a leap forward in their commitment to providing exceptional charter flight 

experiences. 

 

On a technical side, the aircraft has a super range of 11,000 kilometres which allows non-

stop transatlantic travel from Europe to distant destinations with unparalleled efficiency. 

Equipped with three powerful Pratt Whitney Canada engines, the Falcon 7X offers 

exceptional performance, even on short runways, bringing passengers closer to remote 

locations quickly and safely. The additional third engine not only enhances performance but 

significantly increases safety, ensuring peace of mind for their passengers. 

 

The Falcon 7X's cabin showcases luxurious refinement, providing to the customer elegance 

and comfort. Accommodating up to 11 passengers, it boasts a versatile configuration 

tailored to the diverse preferences of their discerning clientele. The cabin layout beats 

conventional designs, offering a mix of individual seating for productivity, relaxing lounge 

areas, and adaptable meeting spaces for both professional and leisure engagements.  

 

In addition to its distinctive layout, this latest addition is outfitted to provide an exceptional 

flying experience. Onboard, passengers will find iPads loaded with Netflix and a variety of 

entertainment options, including videos, press, and games, ensuring that your journey is 

both enjoyable and relaxing. Furthermore, a connected speaker is available to set the 

musical atmosphere of your choice. 

 

This aircraft is now fully available for your charter needs. Whether you are planning a 

business trip, a family vacation, or a special getaway, this stunning Falcon 7X is ready to 

take you anywhere at any time. Discover the full details of this exceptional Dassault Falcon 

7X on Global Jet’s website and contact the charter sales team to request a personalized 

quote for your next charter flight. Their team is ready to assist you with your travel needs.  

At Global Jet, they are committed to ensuring your safety, comfort, and satisfaction.  



 
 
 
 
  

 

 

Visit Global Jet’s website: GLOBALJET.AERO 

Contact: sales@globaljet.ch / +41 22 939 30 85 for your Charter Requests 

For marketing inquiries and HD pictures, contact: marketing@globaljet.ch 
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FLOORPLAN 

 
 

 

 

SPECIFICATIONS 
 
CABIN – 11 passengers 

YOM  2014 

Crew  2 Pilots and 1 Flight Attendant 

Crew rest   No 

Bed capacity  1 Double + 1 Single 

Lavatory  Forward & Afterward 

  



 
 
 
 
  

 

 
 
DIMENSIONS  
 
Max. length  11.91 m  39 ft 

Max. width  2.34 m  7 ft 8 in 
Max. height  1.88 m 6 ft 2 in 

 
EQUIPMENT  

DVD Player  Yes 
 

Wifi  Yes – at additional cost 

Satphone  Yes 

Iphone/Ipad  4 iPads (Netflix, etc..) 

Galley  Espresso Coffee Machine; Microwave Oven; Convention 
Oven 

Audio/Video Distribution 
System (AVDS) 

8 Bose Headset; 230V Outlet; USB plugs 

 


